To commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first Pontiac, which was introduced in January, 1926, Pontiac created a special limited production Grand Prix. I thought it would be interesting to take a look at this special car and some of the related memorabilia.

The earliest piece I have related to the “1976 Pontiac Golden Anniversary Grand Prix” (Pontiac’s official name for the car) is a memo dated August 1, 1975. The memo was from R.E. Benson who was sales promotion manager, and the memo was only sent to zone managers. The first paragraph reminds the zone managers of their first look at the car on July 30 at the Summer Masters Conference.

This brings up an interesting point about the debut of this special car. POCI member Chuck Cochren provided some pictures from the 1975 POCI national convention held in Pontiac, Michigan August 22-24. It was
here Pontiac brought out the prototype Anniversary Grand Prix. This meant that those attending the convention were the first of the general public to see the car, only the zone managers were able to see it prior to this time. Don Bougher, POCI founder recalled a photo from that convention taken in front of the car. Along with himself the photo included POCI members Tracy Dowler and Rick Kornmier along with Mr. Huber who was a Pontiac dealer from the mid-west. All three ordered anniversary Grand Prix’s from Mr. Huber and had them drop shipped. Don and Tracy ordered a 455 while Rick went with the 400. Don also recalled that the transmission went out in his with less than 200 miles on it.

The memo from R.E. Benson contains some other interesting information. It says “This car will be used to represent the 50 years of fine Pontiac’s which we celebrate during the 1976 model year.” It also states that production will begin on October 1, 1975 at the rate of 50 per day and end on December 12, 1975. In pencil the recipient of this memo wrote 2,500, which I know from other information I have was the projected amount to be produced. As we know a total of 4,807 were produced. This brings up another question, did they produce more than 50 per day to end up with the 4,807 total, or did they extend the production time period? The

Pre-production 1976 Golden Anniversary Grand Prix with 1926 Pontiac owned by Pontiac (now part of Heritage Collection). This rainy day at the 1975 POCI convention was the first public viewing of the 50th Anniversary Grand Prix. Photos from the collection of Chuck Cochren.

Far left: 50th Anniversary leather keychain.
one example I have access to has a date of “11A” which is the first week of November, right in the middle of the production period the memo stated.

Accompanying the memo was a full color photograph of the special Grand Prix. The memo had this to say about the photo, “The attached photograph is for the use of Pontiac Zone Field Personnel only, and is not to leave the possession of the person to whom this is addressed.” The seemingly top secret handling instructions seem kind of strange now that we know the car would be seen and photographed three weeks later. I have a press release with a black and white photo about the car dated September 15, 1975, just two weeks before production began.

Another paper item associated with this car includes a Dealer Service Bulletin dated 9/15/75. This bulletin is all about the Hurst/Hatch roof panels installed by Hurst Performance. The first sentence of the bulletin says “The Pontiac Anniversary Grand Prix (Y82 Option) includes Hurst/Hatch roof glass panels and storage case installed by Hurst Performance, Inc.” It went on to state that all the Hurst items had a 12 months or 12,000 mile warranty and it gave contact information. On the back was a list of parts and the cost. Attached to this was a Hurst/Hatch warranty and maintenance brochure just for the 50th Anniversary Grand Prix. Maybe someone can fill me in, but the 50th Anniversary GP I looked at had an option code of “Y83” not “Y82”?
That gold color Hurst/Hatch brochure that was attached to the service bulletin also found its way into the glove box of every anniversary Grand Prix, along with a green card stock paper that had more warranty information.

Another paper that is always interesting to have is the window sticker, and the one I have for a 50th Anniversary Grand Prix indicates that this option cost $550.00. All Golden Anniversary cars were built as a Grand Prix SJ with the LJ luxury appointments group as standard equipment. The LJ option was $520.00 which brought the final cost of this particular example with all the options to $8,116.80. The base price of a 1976 Grand Prix was $5,222.80. This car was delivered to Halling Buick, Pontiac, GMC La Crosse, Kansas. On the background of the window sticker there is a screened image of the 50th Anniversary logo. This is not only found on the window stickers of special anniversary cars, but I also have a window sticker from a 1976 Catalina and it has it too.

Other memorabilia include a leather 50th Anniversary key chain, a 50th Anniversary lapel pin and a special license plate in black with a gold “50” on it and pin-back button. I am sure there is more.

Another couple of things interesting to note is that they did not mention the gold rally II wheels on the list of features. And you can impress your Pontiac
friends with some trivia by asking them what was the last production Pontiac to have a Chief Pontiac logo on it? As far as I know the answer would have to be the 50th Anniversary Grand Prix. The hood ornament and trunk lock cover has a beautiful logo of the Indian Head and Pontiac Crest along with the number “50” (see heading of this story). Of course you would have to give them credit if they said the 50th Anniversary Trans Am, only it just had a sticker, but that’s another story.

Original window sticker from a 1976 50th Anniversary Grand Prix.

Official 50th Anniversary license plate.

All memorabilia and literature featured in this story are from the collections at the Pontiac Vintage Press & Library.